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Abstract— This article presents an ultra-small, high-security
identification tag that is entirely built in a CMOS chip without
external components. The usage of backscatter communications at 260 GHz enables full integration of a 2 × 2 patch
antenna array. For chip compactness and minimum interference caused by direct wave reflection, the backscatter signal is
frequency-shifted by 2 MHz and radiated with cross polarization
from the same antenna array. Such a configuration also, for the
first time for RF tags, enables beamsteering for enhanced link
budget. For authentication and secure wireless data transmission,
the tag also integrates a compact elliptic-curve-cryptography
(ECC) dedicated processor, which is based on a narrow-strong
private identification protocol. The presented tag has a peak
power consumption of 21 µW and can be powered by a chip-wide
array of photodiodes and a DC–DC converter. Using a low-cost
65-nm bulk CMOS technology, the terahertz (THz) ID chip
has an area of only 1.6 mm2 and demonstrates the measured
downlink speed of 100 kb/s and the upload speed of 2 kb/s
across 5-cm distance from the reader. The tag-reader authentication/communication protocol is fully demonstrated using external
tag power and partially demonstrated using the tag-integrated
photo-voltaic powering. The tag size is the smallest among
all prior radio-frequency identifications (RFIDs) using far-field
communications.
Index Terms— Backscatter communication, beamsteering,
CMOS, elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC), far field,
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identification tag, package-less, radio-frequency identification
(RFID), security, terahertz (THz).

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

ADIO-FREQUENCY identification (RFID) tags have
been widely adopted in tracking, authentication, localization, supply-chain management, and so on [1]. At present,
commercial RFID chips rely on external antenna or inductor
packaging to facilitate efficient coupling of the RF waves.
This, however, significantly increases the overall size of the
tag, making it impossible to be attached to small objects such
as medical pills, tooth implants, and semiconductor chips.
The associated authentication and recording of manufacturing
data, therefore, can only be realized indirectly through special
treatments (e.g., holographic patterns) on the goods’ packages,
which leave loopholes for counterfeiting. Another barrier for
RFID applications is the additional cost associated with the
chip packaging, which takes up to two thirds of the total
tag cost [2], [3]. This makes RFID technologies much less
competitive than, for example, printed barcodes for low-cost
products (e.g., a 50-cent candy bar) [1]. Lastly, it is noteworthy that pervasive electronic tagging raises serious privacy
concerns related to inadvertent and malicious tracking of the
tagged assets. Other sensitive data related to, for example,
finance and personal health, are also increasingly generated
by RFIDs. However, high-security encryption and authentication protocols normally require intensive computing, making
reliable data protection difficult to realize in power/hardwareconstraint RFID operation environments.
In order to enable secure and ubiquitous asset tagging, fully
passive, particle-sized cryptographic chips without external
packaging are highly desired. However, the recently demonstrated prototypes [4]–[8] that took the above path face either
size, energy, communication, or security limitations. In [4],
a 9-mm2 sensor node (volume = 27 mm3 ) is implemented
out of a stacked packaging of multiple functionality layers
for photo-voltaic powering, battery, antenna, and so on, which
increases the overall cost. In [5], a 116 × 116 μm2 monolithic
radio chip is demonstrated, but it relies on near-field inductive
coupling at 5.8 GHz, which severely limits the operation range
to ∼1 mm. In comparison, far-field tag interrogation using
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Fig. 1.
Cryptographic THz-ID tag: a size comparison and its potential
applications.

resonant antennas effectively increases the range. Using this
principle, a pad-less chip with 24-GHz downlink and 60-GHz
uplink boosts the range to 50 cm [6], but the chip-integrated
transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) antennas also increase the
chip size to 3.7×1.2 mm2 . While this is already an impressive
form factor, to fully enable the applications described previously, further miniaturization is desired. It is also noteworthy
that the abovementioned three works [4]–[6] also do not
support cryptographically secure identification. To this end,
Juvekar et al. [7] demonstrated a secure authentication tag, but
the chip requires an 8-mm2 external antenna; moreover, only a
symmetric-key cryptography is realized due to the limitations
of size and energy.
In this article, we present a package-less, monolithic tag
chip in CMOS, that has a size of 1.2 × 1.3 mm2 (shown
in Fig. 1) [9]. To enable far-field operation with such small
form factor, the downlink/uplink carrier frequency is pushed
into the low terahertz (THz) regime (260 GHz). This, along
with a Tx–Rx antenna sharing technique, allows for an
on-chip integration of a 2 × 2 antenna array and a tagside, beamsteering capability. An operation range of 5 cm
is demonstrated, which makes barcode-reader-like applications possible. Meanwhile, an ultra-low-power elliptic-curvecryptography (ECC) dedicated processor is integrated in the
THz-ID chip, which provides high-security compact asymmetric encryption. The whole chip consumes a peak power
of 21 μW, which is provided by an array of chip-integrated
photodiodes. This article is organized as follows. In Section II,
the overall architecture of the chip is described. Details of the
THz downlink and uplink circuits are given in Section III.
Then, Section IV presents the design of the ECC security
processor. The photo-voltaic powering scheme is discussed in
Section V. After showing the experiments and demonstrations
in Section VI, we conclude this article in Section VII with
comparisons with the prior state of the arts.
II. TAG H ARDWARE A RCHITECTURE
The architecture of the tag chip is shown in Fig. 2. The
incident 260-GHz wave (red) from the reader is coupled to a
2 × 2 array of on-chip patch antennas. The THz signal with
a particular linear polarization received by each antenna is
extracted from two sets of antenna feeds with a power-splitting

Fig. 2.

Overall architecture of the THz-ID tag.

ratio of ∼1:1. Half of this power, used for the downlink,
is rectified to baseband via four THz square-law detectors. The
other half of the input power is used for the backscatter uplink
communication. It is noteworthy that a strong, direct reflection
of the incident downlink wave, due to the large surface of the
object to be tagged, is inevitable. It is, therefore, critical to
eliminate the interference of such reflected waves to the actual
data-modulated signal, which is backscattered by the chip.
To this end, single-sideband (SSB) frequency mixing is added
to the backscattering process, so that the final carrier frequency
for the uplink ( f UL ) is ∼2 MHz below that for the downlink
( f DL ). Meanwhile, the chip is designed so that the polarization
of the backscattered wave (blue in Fig. 2) is also rotated by 90◦
so that the tag reader’s Rx antenna with a linear polarization
aligned with the backscattered wave can further suppress the
directly reflected wave by >20 dB. The cross-polarization
scheme also allows for re-using the downlink antennas for
uplink antennas, which reduces the tag area by ∼2×. More
details of the antennas will be given in Section III-A.
Both the downlink and the uplink utilize on/off-shift-keying
(OOK) modulation and offer data rates at 100 and 2 kb/s,
respectively. The THz SSB mixers for the frequency shifting
of the uplink carrier are driven by four 2-MHz local-oscillator
(LO) signals generated by an integrated cryptographic processor. With independent, digital control of the phase in each
LO, beamsteering for the THz uplink wave is achieved. This
enhances the link budget when the tag is not perpendicularly
facing the tag reader. Moreover, without the beamsteering
capability, the tag would act like a mirror and make the
backscatter communication more prone to eavesdropping.
In our protocol, the cryptographic processor first sweeps
the uplink beam direction until reliable communication is
established. Then, it will work with the reader to perform
a narrow-strong private identification protocol [10] under a
public-key cryptography scheme (specifically elliptical-curve
cryptograhy). It guarantees that any eavesdropper who does
not possess the reader’s private key cannot identify which tag
participates in the protocol by merely monitoring the wireless
link.
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Schematic of the multi-port patch antenna with excited (a) TM100 for downlink and (b) TM010 for uplink.

The photo-voltaic powering of the tag is realized through
a large array of p-n photodiodes placed under and beside the
antennas. To allow the incident light to reach the photodiodes,
the patch and the ground plane of the antenna possess a fishnet
pattern (see Fig. 2). A DC–DC converter is implemented
in order to boost the photodiode output voltage to ∼1 V.
An 8-MHz oscillator is integrated to provide the LO signal
for the THz SSB mixers, as well as the clock signals for the
DC–DC converter and the cryptographic processor.
III. THz D OWNLINK AND U PLINK
In this section, we describe the design of various tag
components that enable 260-GHz communication with very
small power consumption and chip area.
A. Multi-Functional On-Chip Patch Antenna
To enable front-side radiation, the tag integrates 2 × 2 patch
antennas that are shared between the downlink and the uplink.
To realize such sharing, a near-square shape is adopted for
the patch, so that its two dominant excitation modes, i.e.,
TM100 and TM010 with orthogonal polarizations have the same
resonance frequency (∼260 GHz). As shown in Fig. 3(a),
to excite a certain mode (TM100 in this case), we can either
use a differential feed symmetrically connected to the patch
edge along the x-direction (i.e., Feed 1) or a single-ended
feed connected to the center of the patch edge along the
y-direction (i.e., Feed 2). Therefore, when both feeds are used
and the downlink wave aligns with the TM100 mode of antenna,
the received power is split into the two feeds for backscatter
(Feed 1) and downlink demodulation (Feed 2). Accordingly,
the THz SSB mixer has a differential input, whereas the THz
square-law detector for the OOK de-modulation of downlink
has a single-ended input [see Fig. 3(a)].
Next, to radiate the uplink signal with orthogonal polarization, the TM010 mode of the same antenna is used [see
Fig. 3(b)] and is excited by a single-ended feed (Feed 3) at the
center of the patch edge along the x-direction. Accordingly, the
THz SSB mixer provides a single-ended output, as described

Fig. 4. (a) Electrical-field distribution of the TM100 mode in the multi-port
antenna. (b) Simulated power transmission coefficients from a far-field feed
dipole (2 cm away) to the two ports associated with the downlink, when they
are terminated by Z 1 = 150  and Z 2 = 450 , respectively. The dotted
line shows the expected total received power, which includes the free-space
propagation loss and the gains of two antennas. Ideally, it should be 3 dB
higher than S13 and S23 when the power transmissions to ports 1 and 2 are
equal and maximized.

later in Section III-B. Note that the electrical field distribution
of the associated TM010 mode has a null at Feed 2, so the
leakage of the uplink signal to the THz square-law detector is
very small. Similarly, the received downlink signal does not
leak into the SSB mixer output either [see Fig. 4(a)].1
To ensure the reliability of both the downlink de-modulation
and the backscattering, the power splitting ratio in Fig. 3(a)
1 We, however, note that the uplink signal injected at Feed 3 can couple back
to the SSB mixer through a common-mode leakage in Feed 1. Techniques to
prevent such leakage are described in Section III-B.
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is set to about 1:1. The value of the ratio is controlled by
the termination impedances at Feed 1 and Feed 2 [i.e., Z 1
and Z 2 in Fig. 4(a)]. To determine the optimal values of Z 1
and Z 2 , we first derive the desired ratio of K = Z 2 /Z 1 . Note
that for the TM100 resonance mode, the distribution of the
electrical field (hence the local voltage with respect to ground)
along the x-direction approximately follows an anti-symmetric
sinusoidal pattern [see Fig. 4(a)] and can be expressed as [11]:
V (x) = V0 · sin

πx
2L ANT

(1)

where V0 is the maximum rms voltage at the edge of the
antenna and L ANT is the dimension of the antenna. Therefore,
the power injected into Z 1 and Z 2 , respectively, is


4V02
V2
π L1 2
and P2 = 0
(2)
sin
P1 =
Z1
2L ANT
Z2
where L 1 is the distance of each Feed 1 wire from the antenna
edge center [see Fig. 4(a)]. For equal power splitting (i.e.,
P1 = P2 ), the required ratio K is derived
K =

1
Z2
= 
2 .
Z1
L1
4 sin 2Lπ ANT

(3)

In our design, the value of L 1 /L ANT , limited by the circuit
floorplan, is about 0.18, which leads to K ≈ 3. Next, to further
determine Z 1 and Z 2 , we note that their optimal values
should provide matching between the entire downlink structure
and the incident plane wave. This scenario is emulated in
a full-wave electromagnetic simulator, HFSS [12], with a
far-field half-wave dipole antenna [port 3 in Fig. 4(a)]. The
dipole has a gain of 2 dB and is located at 2 cm from the
on-chip patch antenna. The absolute values of Z 1 and Z 2
are then swept (while keeping their ratio of K = 3). When
Z 1 = 150  and Z 2 = 450 , maximum total power transfer
from the feed dipole to the two patch antenna ports (S13 and
S23 in Fig. 4) is obtained, meaning that the wave reflection
on the antenna is minimum. Fig. 4(b) shows the simulated
power transmission co-efficient (including free-space propagation loss) when the abovementioned optimal impedance values
are applied.
Regarding the implementation of the patch antenna, its
radiator uses the top aluminum (Al-pad) layer of the CMOS
process and has a size of 271 μm in the x-direction and
235 μm in the y-direction. These dimensions, along with the
additional feed ports, lead to the same resonant frequency
for both TM100 and TM010 modes. The patch would have a
square shape if only Feed 2 and Feed 3 were present, but
the differential Feed 1 necessitates a non-square shape. The
ground plane of the antenna is made out of the M3 layer.
The antenna is also enclosed by a ground wall (M3 to top
aluminum layer), which is 20 μm away from the patch at all
sides. This reduces the coupling with neighboring electronics
and antennas, while its effect on the antenna performance is
negligible. Using HFSS, the peak directivity and radiation
efficiency of the antenna in the simulation are 6.7 dBi and
27%, respectively, in both resonant modes.

Fig. 5. Schematic of the backscattering module consisting of a passive SSB
mixer, a balun, and two 90◦ Lange couplers. The loopback effect with the
absence of the input balun is also shown.

B. THz Frequency-Shifting Backscatter Module
Instead of using a dedicated Tx signal source on a tag [6],
which is too power hungry to be practical for THz IDs, our
uplink adopts an energy-efficient backscatter scheme for the
incident wave. As described in Section II, the backscatter module applies a frequency shifting to the THz signal. As shown in
Fig. 5, the backscatter module consists of a passive single-side
(SSB) band mixer, two 90◦ Lange couplers, and a balun.
It takes the differential RF signal from the antenna, generates
its quadrature phases, and then mixes it with a set of 2-MHz
quadrature LO signals. The mixer output is finally injected
back to the antenna. Next, details of the components in the
backscatter module are given.
1) Input Balun: In Fig. 3(b), the TM010 mode excited by
the SSB mixer output presents a common-mode electrical
field at the two wires of Feed 1. As a result, the mixer
output will be fed back to the mixer and undergoes an extra
down-shift by f LO in each round trip. Such loopbacks, therefore, cause excessive signal loss and undesired LO harmonic
spurs. To avoid it, between Feed 1 of the antenna and the
SSB mixer input, a balun is inserted, which only allows
the transmission of differential signal from the antenna and
blocks the common-mode leakage from the mixer output.
A return-path-gap (RPG)-based balun introduced in [13] is
used, which consists of two microstrip lines coupled via a slot
in the ground plane [i.e., RPG, see Fig. 6(a)]. The RPG slot,
closed by four quarter-wavelength slot resonators in the ground
plane, only allows transmission (hence input–output coupling)
of quasi-TE-mode wave, which is excited by a differential
signal in the input microstrip lines. This is illustrated in
the electromagnetic simulation shown in Fig. 6(b), and we
can see that the common-mode signal is effectively rejected.
The simulated insertion loss for the differential mode is
∼1 dB and the rejection for the common mode is >10 dB
from 240 to 280 GHz. The balun is implemented using
2-μm-wide M9 microstrip lines and slots in a shunted M1–M3
ground. Note that a wire placed along the central line of the
balun connects the SSB mixer output ( f RF − f LO ) and the
antenna (see Fig. 5); since the balun central line can be treated
as the virtual ground for the differential-mode transmission,
the above wire does not interfere with the balun operation.
2) Coupler: The Lange coupler that generates the quadrature phases for the input 260-GHz signal is shown in Fig. 7(a).
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Fig. 7. (a) Structure of the 260-GHz Lange coupler in the backscatter module.
(b) Simulated insertion loss and output mismatch of the coupler.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 6.
260-GHz balun based on an RPG. (a) Structure, (b) simulated
electrical-field distribution, and (c) simulated insertion loss from the input to
one load Z L .

The electromagnetic simulation results are shown in Fig. 7(b);
at 260 GHz, the simulated insertion loss excluding the ideal
3-dB power splitting factor is 1.2 dB, and the amplitude/phase
mismatches at the two output ports are 0.5 dB and 0.5◦ ,
respectively. The couplers are implemented using the M9 layer,
with 3-μm-wide lines and 3-μm spacing among the lines. The
couplers are also enclosed by a ground plane (with a spacing
of 15 μm to provide the signal’s return path and to minimize
the coupling to surrounding structures.
3) Passive SSB Mixer: Although a double-sideband (DSB)
mixer involves simpler hardware implementation, we note that
the generated upper and lower sidebands are applied with
opposite phases from the LO; in our tag, therefore, their
associated uplink beams would point to different directions in
the beamsteering. This lowers the security and causes signal
loss and interference. In our design, an SSB mixer based on
passive quad switches is adopted to not only suppress the
upper sideband of the output but also to minimize the power
consumption. As shown in Fig. 8, the 2-MHz quadrature LO
signals of the mixer are from an 8-MHz on-chip oscillator
cascaded by a divide-by-4 static frequency divider.2 The
phases of the RF and LO signals of the MOSFETs are arranged
2 Although a divide-by-2 operation for a 4-MHz signal also provides the
2-MHz quadrature LO signal, the additional availability of LO phases (e.g.,
45◦ , 135◦ , 225◦ , and 315◦ in Fig. 8) provided in our divide-by-4 scheme is
utilized to demonstrate the beamsteering of uplink wave.

Schematic of the 260-GHz passive SSB mixer.

in the way that at the central current-summing node, the lower
sidebands of all branches add up constructively, whereas the
upper sidebands cancel. MOSFETs in the 65-nm bulk CMOS
process have poor switching performance at THz; although
wider channel provides smaller ON-resistance, there is also
stronger coupling of THz signal from the channel to the
LO wire through the gate-channel capacitance. To block such
coupling, a set of 1.5-k resistors (R1 ∼R4 in Fig. 8) are added
in series with the transistor gates, which improves the mixer
insertion loss from 15.5 to 13.5 dB in the simulation. Lastly,
the OOK uplink modulation is realized by a data-controlled
gating of the LO signals.
As shown in Fig. 7(a), microstrip TL1 lines combine the
drain nodes of the MOSFETs and TL2 is used to assist the
impedance matching to Feed 3 of the antenna. However, TL2
falls short to provide ideal transformation and the limited
space (due to the presence of the balun) hinders the placement
of additional matching network components. This impedance
mismatch leads to an insertion loss of 2 dB from the mixer to
antenna Feed 3.
The simulated differential impedance of the whole backscattered module is very close to the desired 150  (see
Section III-A) without any additional matching network.
If necessary, the impedance matching can be fine-tuned by
controlling the lengths [L a and L b , see Fig. 6(a)] of the transmission lines connecting the balun to the antenna and coupler,
respectively. The simulated common-mode impedance of the
backscattering module is largely capacitive (4.2-347.4j ). The
small real impedance ensures that the radiation efficiency for
uplink signal is not affected by the loading at Feed 1.
In Fig. 9, we show the electromagnetic-circuit co-simulation
results of the entire backscatter module. An overall conversion
loss of 18 dB (including the 2-dB impedance mismatch loss) is
achieved at f RF = 260 GHz, at the expense of zero static DC
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Fig. 9. Simulated output spectrum of the THz backscatter module with a
−30-dBm RF input ( f RF = 260 GHz) and quadrature LO signals at f LO =
2 MHz.

Fig. 10.
pair.

Schematic of a photovoltaically biased THz square-law detector

power. The conversion loss should be improved with more
advanced CMOS technologies. The module also effectively
suppresses the components at f RF + f LO and fRF ± 2 f LO . The
component at f RF + 3 f LO , due to its constructive summation
at the mixer output node, appears at the output spectrum, with
10-dB rejection ratio. In the future, this may be improved by
adopting a polyphase N-path mixer structure. Also, note that
the phase noise of the backscattered signal, being the sum of
the RF and LO phase noise, is not deteriorated by the ultralow-power tag LO because the simulated tag LO phase noise
is still smaller than that of the RF signal, due to the large
difference between the two signal frequencies (i.e., 2 MHz
versus 260 GHz).
C. THz Downlink Circuits
For the de-modulation of the 260-GHz OOK downlink
signal, a THz square-law detector is used to first rectify the
input to baseband, and then, a low-power amplifier is used to
boost the baseband signal to a few hundred millivolts, so that
the subsequent digital circuits can operate reliably (see Fig. 2).
1) THz Square-Law Detector: To achieve zero DC power
and low flicker noise, our 260-GHz square-law detector is
based on a 2.4-μm/65-nm NMOS device with zero drain
bias. Similar to other FET-based THz detectors [14], [15], the
optimal responsivity and noise-equivalent power (NEP) occur
at a gate bias around the threshold voltage VT of the transistor. Conventional VDD-powered circuits, due to the tag’s
energy harvesting operation, have large bias voltage fluctuation. Fortunately, in our CMOS process, the threshold voltage
(VT ≈ 0.4 V) is close to the light-insensitive, open-circuit

345

Fig. 11. (a) Simulated impedance of the detector presented to Feed 2 of the
antenna. (b) Simulated responsivity and NEP of the detector.

voltage of a p-n photodiode (VPD ≈ 0.47 V). Therefore,
a simple photovoltaic-biasing circuit shown in Fig. 10 is
adopted. Next, we note that any THz-power leakage to the
biasing photodiode and detector baseband output should be
avoided. To this end, a dual-detector scheme shown in Fig. 10
is used, which utilizes the property that the THz downlink
signals extracted, respectively, from the adjacent edges of two
patch antennas (see Fig. 2) are differential. As a result, in the
symmetric circuit topology in Fig. 10, virtual RF grounds
are formed at nodes A and B. Furthermore, TL2 and TL3
are quarter-wavelength transmission lines; they transform the
virtual ground to high impedances at the drain and gate of the
MOSFET and, therefore, highly confine the THz wave within
the device. It is noteworthy that since the two differential THz
inputs carry the identical OOK envelope, the baseband output
from the two MOSFETs is in-phase and is therefore combined
and extracted at node B.
In Fig. 10, C1 (∼50 fF) creates an ac short and therefore
facilitates THz self-mixing in the diode-connected MOSFET.
C2 (∼15 fF) provides DC isolation from the uplink backscatter
module and together with TL1 (0.35λ) form a matching network to present an impedance that is derived in Section III-A
for equal power splitting. The insertion loss of matching
network is 1 dB. TL1 ∼TL3 are 75  coplanar-waveguide
(CPW) transmission lines implemented using the M9 layer.
As shown in Fig. 11(a), the simulated overall impedance of
the detector circuit is close to the desired impedance value of
450 . Lastly, Fig. 11(b) shows that at the photodiode bias
voltage of ∼470 mV, the simulated responsivity and NEP are
1 kV/W and 32 pW/Hz1/2 , respectively. Note that the NEP
is limited by the channel thermal noise of the transistor. The
noise voltage from the photodiode, calculated in the Appendix,
is small and does not transfer to the transistor output, given
that the transistor is in the triode mode.
2) Ultra-Low-Power Amplifier: As shown in Fig. 12(a), the
demodulated signal from the detector is injected into a chain of
amplifiers through a high-pass filter. The filter, consisting of a
5-pF capacitor and a 5.7-M resistor, has a low cutoff at 5 kHz
and provides not only the input bias of the amplifier but also
DC isolation from the THz detector. The amplifier consists of
three stages and two inverting buffers and is separated by the
same high-pass filters; this way the inevitable amplifier offset
due to PVT variations and layout asymmetry is not amplified
and saturates the circuits near the amplifier output.
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Fig. 13.

Fig. 12. Ultra-low-power amplifier in the tag downlink. (a) Schematic of
the main amplifier chain. (b) Cascode constant-gm bias generation circuit.
(c) Simulated voltage gain.

Each amplifier stage consists of an input NMOS differential
pair, which is preceded and followed by source-follower stages
acting as voltage shifters. To save power, all amplifier stages
are biased in the sub-threshold regime. The bias voltage VBIAS
in Fig. 12(a) is generated from a cascode constant-gm circuit
[see Fig. 12(b)]. A reset signal RST from the tag’s DC–DC
converter is used to ensure that the biasing circuit jumps from
an undesired meta-stable state to the normal state when VDD
ramps up to ∼1 V. As shown in Fig. 12, the simulated gain and
the input-referred noise of the amplifier chain are 80 dB and
21 nV/Hz1/2 , respectively. The whole amplifier-buffer chain,
including the biasing circuit, consumes only 1.5 μW.
The high gain is to ensure the reliable toggling of subsequent digital circuits. It, however, also amplifies the noise,
so when the THz detector is idle, the amplifier output
has a low but non-zero probability of falsely toggling the
succeeding digital buffer. To mitigate its impact, before taking
any downlink message, the on-chip processor always first
validates a 16-bit preamble in front of the message. When the
THz detector outputs normal data in the downlink mode, the
amplifier output level is sufficiently far away from the digital
trigger threshold, and the noise impact is suppressed.
IV. C RYPTOGRAPHIC S ECURITY P ROCESSOR
Fig. 13 shows the cryptographic processor, which
implements a 128-bit secure ECC-based private ID

Block diagram of the processor on the THz ID.

scheme [10], [16]. The scheme is a three-move protocol
where the tag chip uses its private key and the reader’s public
key in order to identify itself to the valid readers. The scheme
guarantees that any eavesdropper who does not possess the
reader’s private key cannot identify which tag participates in
the protocol by merely monitoring the wireless link.
An important consideration in the choice of the authentication protocol was the need to co-design it with the
cryptographic accelerators to ensure a low footprint. First,
we narrowed the choice of authentication protocols, to those
that did not require any hash functions to reduce die area.
Second, a protocol using x-coordinate only arithmetic was
chosen to enable a compact architecture for the ECC hardware
accelerator (ECHA). Finally, Curve25519 was chosen since it
allowed for an especially efficient x-coordinate only Montgomery ladder [17]. Since the authentication protocol requires
a secret-scalar multiplication, using the Montgomery ladder
has the added benefit of providing side-channel resistance [18].
The chip has a ring-oscillator-based true-random-number
generator (RO-TRNG) with a 3.3 kGE3 8-bit advanced
encryption standard (AES) whitener and a compact 25-kGE
Curve25519 ECHA to provide the randomness and cryptographic primitives used in the protocol. The ECHA is a
very long instruction word (VLIW) machine with a 2.8-kGE
microcode ROM that implements the ID scheme. Our chosen
authentication protocol needs to support arithmetic over both
the base field as well as the scalar field. A dual-modulus ALU
with a 256-cycle multiplier was chosen to allow sharing the
entire datapath between both moduli. As explained earlier,
3 kGE represents a technology normalized area metric equivalent to the area
of a thousand minimum-sized NAND gates.
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Fig. 15.

Photodiodes placed below patch antenna with fishnet pattern.

where the randomness (r1 ) is generated using the RO-TRNG
and the 8-bit AES whitener. The reader responds to tag’s
commit message with a random challenge (R2 = r2 P) that is
utilized by the tag to compute a Diffie–Hellman share (r1r2 P).
The tag then applies a one-way function to this share and calculates its response. This response is then verified on the reader
side through a similar computation to authenticate the tag.
V. I NTEGRATED P HOTO -VOLTAIC P OWERING

Fig. 14.

Security protocol between the THz secure tag and the tag reader.

elliptic-curve scalar multiplication (ECSM) is implemented
using a constant time 650 k-cycle projective coordinate Montgomery ladder that is secure against simple power analysis.
Register savings in the ECHA design and optimized ECSM
microcode result in a 22% lower area and 18% lower cycle
count compared to [19]. Storing the entire ECSM state in
registers allows for low-voltage operation down to 0.85 V and
improves the energy efficiency of the core to 14.4 μJ/ECSM.
Fig. 14 shows the flow of the direction optimization and the
authentication protocol between a THz secure tag and the THz
tag reader. When powered using light, the tag wakes up and
signals the same to the reader via a beacon. The beam direction
is optimized by adjusting two antenna parameters, azimuth
angle (φ) and elevation angle (θ ), to maximize the link budget
for data transmission. To this end, the whole space is divided
into 25 possible angular positions: five in each azimuth and
elevation directions with a step size of 45◦ from 0◦ to 180◦ .
The tag wakes up with φ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦ by default and
then starts scanning. It takes ∼20 ms (limited by the uplink
data rate of 2 kb/s) to complete the exchange of one beam
direction message between the reader and the tag. The total
time for the beam search is, therefore, ∼500 ms.
All THz tags are initialized with a unique private and public
key pair (t, T = t P), and the reader has the tag’s public key
(T ) registered in its database. The reader also has a private and
public key pair (y, Y = y P), and the reader’s public key Y is
known to all tags. If the reader requests authentication of the
THz tag, the tag commits a fresh random value (R1 = r1 P)

The antenna array, when incorporated on the tag chip, occupies most of the die area. In this section, we describe how the
silicon under the antennas, along with an integrated DC–DC
converter, is exploited to perform photo-voltaic powering for
the tag.
A. Photodiodes
The CMOS technology used for the chip provides a deep
n-well structure, normally for increased isolation between the
analog and digital circuits. This feature is utilized in the
THz-ID tag, where silicon photodiodes are built based on a
vertical stack of n+, p-well, deep n-well, and p-substrate,
as shown in Fig. 15. As a result, three p-n junctions are
formed, which maximizes the absorption of incident light. For
chip compactness, an array of shunted photodiodes is placed
both beside and underneath the antennas. Correspondingly,
the patch radiators and the ground planes of the antennas are
implemented with a fishnet pattern (see Fig. 15). A simulation
tool based on a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method,
Lumerical [20], is used to examine the hole size of the
fishnet pattern. The simulation results in Fig. 16(a) assume that
25% of the antenna area is holes to allow light transmission
(refereed as fill factor of holes henceforth) and show that
the through-hole light transmission for hole size smaller than
4 μm undergoes significant plasmonic and scattering loss.
On the other hand, the hole size should remain a small fraction
of the THz wavelength, so that the THz-field distribution over
the antenna is not affected. As a result, a hole size of 8 μm,
which leads to a through-hole light transmission rate of 92%
that is selected. For a larger effective illumination area, the fill
factor of the holes should increase. This, however, decreases
the equivalent conductivity of the antenna metal layers and
lowers the radiation efficiency, as is shown in the HFSS
simulation in Fig. 16(b). In the tag chip, a fill factor of 25%
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Fig. 17.

Block diagram of the on-chip DC–DC converter.

Fig. 16. (a) FDTD-simulated light (λ = 700 nm) transmission through
different hole size. The cross-sectional view of intensity distribution for the
hole size of 8 μm is also shown. (b) Simulated antenna radiation efficiency
with different hole opening fill factors while keeping 8-μm hole size.

is used, which slightly degrades the antenna efficiency from
31% to 27%.
B. DC–DC Converter
This component is needed to convert the loaded photodiode
output voltage at about 0.3 V to the chip supply at 1 V.
It consists of two converters (startup and main converters) that
are connected between VIN and VOUT,I in parallel, switching
clock generators, and other small blocks for control (see
Fig. 17). When the converter is powered by the photodiode
from the cold state, the startup converter [see Fig. 18(a)] is first
turned on and generates 3× up-converted voltage at VOUT,I .
When VOUT,I exceeds 0.8 V, it triggers the main converter to
generate the 1-V output. If the main converter raises VOUT,I
over 1 V, the output controller is triggered and turns on the
output switch that connects VOUT,I and VOUT , starting power
supply to load circuits. The output controller also provides a
reset signal (RST in Fig. 17) to load circuits so as to initialize
them properly during startup. RST is being asserted during
the whole startup process and is de-asserted after the output
switch is on and VOUT is stabilized at 1 V.
For cold start, the startup converter always operates whenever photodiode power is available, but after triggering the
main converter, its switching frequency is minimized for
minimum power waste (Signal Slow in Fig. 17). According
to post-layout simulation results, the switching frequency
changes from 8 MHz to 16 kHz (around 500× frequency
reduction) and the waste from switching loss is also proportionally reduced.
The main converter (see Fig. 18) is optimized for the power
conversion of the peak system power, which can be estimated

Fig. 18. Schematics of (a) DC–DC converter startup circuit and (b) main
DC–DC converter.

during the design time by simulation. It has a higher conversion ratio of 1:5 to provide high enough voltage and current
to the load. For efficient power conversion during operation,
it uses transmission gate switches instead of cross-coupled
ones for better conductance, and most of the available capacitors for the converters are allotted to the main converter. For
stable and efficient power output, a feedback loop controls
the switching frequency of the main converter, so that the
photodiode output voltage VOUT stays at the maximum power
point under the light intensity that is capable of providing the
peak system power.
After the main converter’s operation is stabilized, VOUT
output switch is turned on to connect converter’s VOUT to
the supply voltage of other blocks. For regulating the output
voltage at 1 V, another control loop is attached at VOUT
for excess output power from the converter to bypass the
load. Design optimization specialized for the tag enables the
main converter to achieve a simulated conversion efficiency of
60% during peak power conversion, only using a tiny space
(0.096 mm2 ) between two patch antennas.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The tag chip is fabricated using a TSMC 65-nm bulk CMOS
process. The micrograph of the chip is shown in Fig. 19. The
chip has an area of 1.2 × 1.3 mm2 . The two rows of pads,
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Fig. 19.

Chip micrograph.

which can be cut, are for debugging purposes. In our testing,
the chip is mounted and wire-bonded on a PCB.
A. Measurement Setup
First, a custom-designed THz-ID reader is constructed,
as shown in Fig. 20(a). It communicates with the chip at a
distance of 5 cm using two WR-3.4 horn antennas. The antennas are placed in the way that their E-planes are orthogonal
to each other, in order to match the cross-polarizations of the
THz-ID antennas (see Fig. 3). For the reader-to-tag downlink,
an amplifier-multiplier chain (AMC) from Virginia Diodes Inc.
(VDI) is used, which converts a 10.9414-GHz input signal to a
20-dBm output at 262.5936 GHz. The input of the VDI AMC
is OOK modulated by the 100-kb/s data generated from an
FPGA board (XEM 7001). According to the Friis formula [21],
the power impinging on the THz-ID chip is about −5 dBm.
For the tag-to-reader uplink, a VDI spectrum analyzer
extender (SAX) mixes the tag-backscattered signal with the
48th harmonic of its 5.4632-GHz LO and downconverts to
358 MHz. The signal is then amplified by 32 dB and observed
on a spectrum analyzer. To close the communication loop,
the signal is also further downconverted to 1 MHz, amplified
by 60 dB and bandpass filtered. Finally, an envelope detector
cascaded by a comparator recovers the 2-kb/s data and feeds
to the FPGA [see Fig. 20(a)]. Fig. 20(b) shows the photograph of the setup. The THz-ID reader head also includes
an illumination source, which consists of a CREE XP-L-V6
LED and a lens that converge the light to ∼1 cm2 spot on
the PCB. The chip PCB is mounted on a rotational stage,
which is used for the beamsteering measurement. In the uplink
and downlink modes, the tag consumes 13 μW of power,
which includes 4 μW of static leakage power of the digital
circuits. In the most power-hungry security mode, when the
cryptographic processor is running RO-TRNG and AES, the
power consumption rises to 21 μW.
B. Characterization of the Circuits
First, to characterize the 260-GHz backscatter module in a
basic continuous-wave mode, the chip is externally powered
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and clocked (at f LO = 2 MHz) via the debugging pads.
With the incident wave generated by the VDI AMC, a downconverted spectrum shown in Fig. 21 is obtained from the
VDI SAX. The tone at 358 MHz is the expected signal
backscattered by the THz-ID. It has an SNR of 36 dB at
1-kHz bandwidth, indicating the feasibility of an uplink with
the designed 2-kb/s data rate. The tone at 362 MHz is the upper
sideband image due to the limited image rejection (∼10 dB)
of the SSB mixer in the tag. The central tone at 360 MHz
is the reader-generated 262.5-GHz signal directly reflected
from the chip and its surroundings. Note that although this
signal is already attenuated by ∼25 dB due to the cross
polarization of the reader antennas, it is still >30 dB higher
than the tag-backscattered signal in Fig. 21. This, in turn,
justifies our backscatter scheme using cross polarization and
frequency shifting. The scheme ensures that the phase noise of
the directly reflected signal is below the reader’s thermal noise
floor and hence does not degrade the uplink SNR. The scheme
also avoids the saturation of the reader’s baseband amplifier
caused by the undesired reflected tone with large power.
Then, with OOK modulation to the VDI AMC, the tag
downlink output is measured via a debugging pad. Pulsewidth
modulation is adopted for the encoding of the system, where
duty cycle <45% represents bit 0 and >55% represents bit 1.
In our measurement setup, the reader uses a 40% duty cycle
for bit 0 and 75% for bit 1. The results in Fig. 22 indicate that
the tag downlink correctly recovers the original data created
by the FPGA in the THz reader [see Fig. 20(a)]. To achieve the
gate bias of the downlink MOSFET detector, ambient lighting
is found to be sufficient in the testing.
Next, we test the beamsteering capability of the THz-ID
chip. Note that it is different from conventional beamsteering
of phased arrays, due to the unique backscattering operation
of the chip, and the co-location of the reader’s Tx and Rx.
As shown in Fig. 23(a), the goal of the beamsteering of
this tag is to ensure that when the chip does not face the
reader perpendicularly, its backscattered wave can still be
re-directed toward the reader. Fig. 23(a) shows that, with a
chip tilting angle of θ and on-chip antenna spacing of λ/2,
the following phase gradient (in degree) should be applied in
order to compensate for the total propagation-path difference
related to the waves handled by the two patch antennas:


360◦
λ
sin θ ·
= (sin θ ) · 360◦ .
(4)
ϕ A − ϕB = 2 ·
2
λ
This is verified in our experiment, where the LO phase of
each THz SSB mixer is digitally controlled by the on-chip
processor. Fig. 23 shows the backscatter-wave power, which
is received by the reader in the measurement, at varying chip
tilting angle θ . Two tag phase-gradient settings requested by
the reader, ϕ A = ϕ B and ϕ A − ϕ B = 180◦ , are tested. The
measured peak responses of the reader occur at θ = 0◦
and θ = 30◦ , respectively, which well agree with (4). This
also shows that the maximum beamsteering angle (in both
azimuth and elevation directions) is ±30◦ . It should be noted
here that when an antenna is tilted, the effective aperture
decreases by a factor of cos θ . At θ = 30◦ , ∼1.2-dB two-way
power loss should occur. However, in the measurements,
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Fig. 20. (a) Diagram of the testing setup. Note that when light powering is used, the debugging VDD is disconnected. (b) Photographs of the testing setup
with and without an LED torch for photovoltaic powering of the CMOS chip. The power electronics inside the LED torch, which generates large switching
noise, is by-passed in the setup.

Fig. 21.

Measured spectrum of the backscattered signal.

Fig. 23. (a) Phase-shifting (ϕ A − ϕ B ) conditions in the tag to ensure that
the backscattered wave points to the reader when the tag is tilted by θ .
(b) Measured backscattered-wave power, which is received by the reader,
at different chip tilting angles θ . Here, two digital settings of ϕ A − ϕ B are
applied.
Fig. 22.

Measured downlink waveform from the tag.

we received almost the same peak power in both settings. This
can be attributed to either a better alignment in setting 2 or
measurement error.
We also verified the protocol and the cryptographic function with an external power and the tag internal clock [see
Fig. 24(a)]. When the reader receives the tag’s beacon message, the FPGA starts a feedback loop to request a change

of uplink beam angle until the SNR is maximized. The measured waveforms associated with this operation are shown in
Fig. 24(b). Then, the reader sends a trigger to the chip to start
the authentication process described in Section IV. Fig. 24(c)
shows the measured waveforms of the challenge-response
protocol that the tag takes toward the end of the authentication process, in order to identify itself to the valid reader.
In Fig. 24(b), when THz reader is transmitting data, tag’s
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Fig. 25. (a) Measured startup behavior of the DC–DC converter. (b) Measured
startup behavior of THz-ID with optical powering.

Fig. 24. (a) Measured downlink and uplink data in the protocol. Zoomed-in
views of dotted regions representing the phases of (b) direction response and
confirmation and (c) challenge and response message.

downlink circuit recovers the exact same data, and during
idle time, random output pulses are observed, as explained in
Section III-C. Due to the preamble validation in the processor,
those random pulses are rejected.
Lastly, with external LED illumination and photodiode
powering, the time-domain behavior of the DC–DC converter,
measured via the tag’s power supply pads, is shown in
Fig. 25(a). The first waveform presents the operations of the
DC–DC converter, where the first peak shows the operation
of the startup converter, and the second peak shows that the
main converter is activated once the internal voltage of the
circuit rises to 0.8 V. Subsequently, the output switch loads
the main converter output VOUT (external) with other circuit
blocks of the tag, which is shown by the second waveform.
The high-frequency fluctuations on VOUT lines after the output
voltage reaches ∼1 V indicate that the on-chip processor is
activated. In Fig. 25(b), the chip is entirely power-autonomous

and interrogated by the THz reader. It can be seen that when
the converter-startup is completed, the on-chip processor sends
a tag-wakeup beacon signal through its 260-GHz backscatter
uplink, and the signal is successfully received and recovered by
our reader. Since the downlink amplifier consists of transistors
operating in the sub-threshold regime, the large photoelectric
effect causes bias drift of the amplifier and excessive noise,
which prevents the completion of the entire security protocol
in the test. The static current of the processor also increases
with the illumination. In the future development iterations,
we should be able to optically power the complete protocol by
enclosing the downlink and processor circuitry with a cover
formed by the Al-pad layer and sidewalls formed by M1-to-Al
stack.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we demonstrate a new application of THz
CMOS electronics, which utilizes its advantages in compact
size and package-less chip integration. We also show that
silicon THz transceivers, which are long considered to be
power hungry, can be applied in ultra-low-power systems, if a
backscattering communication scheme is adopted. Meanwhile,
our work demonstrates the feasibility of integrating asymmetric cryptography, such as elliptic-curve encryption, on a
passive tag. A comparison of our work with the prior state of
the arts is given in Table I. Our presented tag is built entirely
on a low-cost CMOS chip and is around 3× smaller than the
smallest package-less, far-field chip reported previously [6].
It also offers multi-antenna beamsteering functionality for
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF THE THz-ID P ERFORMANCE AND C OMPARISON W ITH O THER S TATE - OF - THE -A RT RFID S IN CMOS

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF E LLIPTIC -C URVE H ARDWARE A CCELERATORS

the first time in RFIDs. Compared to [7], the asymmetric
public-key cryptography provides higher level security and
makes the THz-ID tag suitable for privacy-sensitive applications. Table II compares the proposed ECHA with prior work
implementing prime-field ECC at a 128-bit security level. The
proposed design consumes the least energy per ECSM and
occupies a minimum normalized area.
The presented work demonstrates the feasibility of security
ID tags with ultra-small size and cost, which is expected to
empower a wide range of new applications in manufacturing, logistics, anti-counterfeiting, and so on. To fully make
these applications practical, a few more technologies should
be developed. For example, to allow for embedding of the
tag inside opaque materials, energy harvesting directly from
the THz wave is desired. This requires high-speed rectifier
devices in the CMOS process. To this end, the poly-gateseparate Schottky diodes in CMOS, which have ∼2-THz cutoff
frequency and are used in THz imaging [24], could possibly
meet the above needs. Second, although the size and cost
requirements for the THz-ID reader, compared to the tags, are
much more relaxed, it is still highly preferred that the reader
front end is implemented using silicon integrated circuits.
Rapid advances are being made in this area. For example,
in [25], the 200-to-255-GHz power amplifier using a 130-nm
SiGe BiCMOS process ( f max ≈ 500 GHz) is already capable
of generating 20 mW of power, which is only 7 dB away
from the VDI AMC used in our tag reader. In light of recent
developments of high-speed and high-power SiGe and CMOS
processes [26]–[29] with up to 720-GHz f max and up to 7.1-V
breakdown voltage, achieving radiation power of 100 mW in
the sub-THz regime is no longer unimaginable.

A PPENDIX
N OISE VOLTAGE OF AN O PEN -C IRCUIT P HOTODIODE
U NDER I LLUMINATION
In the downlink THz MOSFET detector (see Fig. 10),
an open-circuit photodiode under illumination is used to
provide the gate bias of the transistor. The net output current of
the photodiode, although is zero, should be treated as the sum
of two opposite current flows [30]. One is the photocurrent I p
generated by the illumination, and the other is the diffusion
current Id due to the forward bias of the diode
 V0

Id = −I p = I0 e Vt − 1
(5)
where I0 is the reverse saturation current of the p-n junction,
Vt is the thermal voltage (Vt = kT /q ≈ 26 mV at 300 K),
and V0 is the open-circuit photodiode voltage. The respective
noise fluctuations associated with the above currents are uncorrelated, so the total equivalent noise current power spectral
density of the device is [30], [31]


i˜n2 / f = 4q |I p | + I0 ≈ 4q|I p |.
(6)
The open-circuit noise voltage of the photodiode is then
considered to be the product of (6) and the diode differential
resistance at the bias (Rd = Vt /|I p |)


Vt 2
V2
v˜n2 = i˜n2 · Rd2 = 4q|I p | ·
 f = 4q t  f = 4kTRd  f.
|I p |
|I p |
(7)
Interestingly, the generated noise is the same as thermal noise
of a resistor equal to Rd of the photodiode and decreases with
larger illumination. Hence, its noise contribution to the output
noise voltage of the MOSFET detector in Fig. 10 is
2
2
2
= gm2 · v˜n2 · rds
= gm2 rds
· 4kTRd  f
ṽ n,det

(8)

where gm and rds are the transconductance and output resistance of the MOSFET, respectively. Note that (8) is much
smaller than the MOSFET’s own channel thermal noise
2
= 4kTrds  f ): for the MOSFET biased in the triode
(ṽ n,ch
mode (see Fig. 10), the simulated gm and rds are 1.4 μS
and 7.7 k, respectively, and I p in normal tag operation
is ∼0.1 μA (hence Rd ≈ 260 k). Therefore, ṽ n,ch is
∼11 nV/Hz1/2 , while ṽ n,det in (8) is ∼0.7 nV/Hz1/2 .
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